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About This Game

Galimulator simulates the wars, revolutions, politics, research and various other bizarre events in a randomly generated galaxy.
Watch as space empires endure epic struggles for power. You decide if you want to:

Watch in Observer mode

Play around freely in Sandbox mode

Take control in Emperor mode

Empires will:

Wage war to conquer more stars

Build ships to fight and do other strange things

Encounter strange space monsters
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Venture out on intergalactic quests

Research new technology

Switch politics between expansion, fortification and more

Build powerful (or useless) artifacts in space

Transcend to unimaginable hyperbliss

Ultimately they will go away, crushed by a stronger race, victims of internal strife, eaten by space monsters, or some other fate.
But new ones will take their place. It's the hypercircle of interstellar life in space.

Follow the fates of Dynasties and individual people as they rise from low level paper pushers, and rise to become Captains,
Ministers or even Emperors.

In Emperor mode, you can control your own empire by using your Flagship to boost expansion and defense, build and control
your ships, and manage your Spy network.

In Sandbox mode, you have full freedom to do pretty much what you want. Make empires degenerate, throw meteors at them,
etc.

Or you can just observe, like an aquarium, except with interstellar space empires instead of fish.
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Title: Galimulator
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Snoddasmannen
Publisher:
Snoddasmannen
Release Date: 16 Mar, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated Graphics

Sound Card: Optional

English
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Basically Stellaris observer mode with focus on said observer mode. Keeps on developing with interesting features every few
months. Worth it, especially for its low price.. Galimulator is an interesting sandbox game where you take place in a galaxy full
of Empires that wish to expand and hold their own values. Galimulator also has religions that act as cultures, all empires claim
their own religion with a semi freedom of religion value as in the religious people can stay but will become the minorority to the
culture of the Empire. Galimulator also has fleets based on defending and conquering stars, while being an interesting thing to
watch, most of the conquering comes from the automatic conquer feature in which where the power of the Empire is
determined by its tech level, which sort of makes the point of fleets useless but fleets still help in providing small conquering
and establishing bits of wealth and can be interesting to watch, especially with drop ships sending out little fighters which have
their own people driving them, yes, ships and stars have their own employees. Employees are members of Dynasties and
Dynasties are basically families within the game that can gain prestiege, prestiege can be earned by the people within the
dynasties, the maximum amount of people in a dynasty is 20 and if the dynasty loses the blood line with 0 members it becomes
nonexistant, the semi people within the dynasties can become influental in the galimulator world, the people can achieve things
such as becoming Emperor of an Empire or become the leader of a faction, yes a faction. Factions are groups within Empires
that can gain popularity and choose to become independent once their influence is high enough, factions can be influenced by
their own faction leader, if the faction leader has high statistics then he can lead the faction to greater success. Their are four
stats in the game, ADM (Administrative), INT (Intelligence), DIP (Diplomacy), MIL (Military). Empires with high Diplomacy
can see success in relations with other allies, Empires with low Diplomacy and low intelligence can result in low success,
Empires with a leader that has amazing stats can lead to an age of prosperity within the Empire. Every person also has prestiege
which builds up their dynasty in the dynasty leaderboards. Empires also have wealth, wealth is determined by how straight the
route between stars are, what the borders between stars are, and the amount of trade ships already in that area. Empires can
control a large area, but if split from its stars by a hostile empire, wealth can decrease. Wealth plays into roles such as the spread
of the Empires preffered religion in the area, and how common degeneration is. Degeneration is when empires start to fall apart
and it is classified as a Empire State. Empire States are what states the empire is in, there are states such as crusading, expanding
and fortifying. Empires also have alliances that guarentee peace between the two empires, and while empires dont need to be in
an alliance to have peace, it surely helps. You can also control the Empires in Emperor mode. Emperor Mode allows you to deal
with the pesky factions that want to declare independence from an empire and Emperor mode allows you to choose the next
successor of the Empire. Emperor mode also allows you to control fleets and control diplomacy in a more interesting way.

I'd give this game a 8.7/10, great game honestly.. Neat game, like spectating a Stellaris match.. Long time fan and "player" of
the game. I found this game a few years ago before there was even most of the ships we have. Ive loved this sim and played it
constantly! Just found out it was out on steam and got it right away! I recommend this to anyone wanting a unique experience!
Not only that but you can play as a empire aswell! Buy this to support the dev and to support the genre!. This game is rather
unique, and it's still being developed (which is good), despite not being in early access.

I haven't really delved into the actual single-player 4x experience, or the dynasty elements, or quests, or religions, or most of the
other features that are still being updated and developed. I've just had too much fun playing god (doing things like unleashing
cosmic horrors that eat stars and throw civilizations into chaos) and watching galactic empires with randomized, ridiculous
names rise and expand and decay and fall into history. I think my favorite instance was watching The Zonked Aristocracy of
Sante spend a few millennia building up tech and territory, only to go on a 50,000-year blood purge, wiping out and controlling
99% of the galaxy before it crumbled into ashes essentially overnight. Screenshot of that:

https://imgur.com/a/KLoJmoH or https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1380034068

For $5, it's hard to not recommend if you're into any Sim games or 4x space games. I should mention, though, that Galimulator
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is a phone port, and some of what's being developed is just to make it better on PC.. The game starts and runs with the UI
unable to fit on the screen. This is for a bog-standard 1920x1080 laptop. There is no way to adjust the UI size. Completely
unplayable. And I cannot get a refund because some patch broke it after I had it for 15 days.

Buyer beware you are getting scammed here.. Great game, lots of fun to watch empires battle it out, especially on the earth map.
Just change the names to things like USSR and USA and see who wins!. Neat game, like spectating a Stellaris match.. Very
janky in its handling and has very limited support. Dev hasn't updated the tutorial in a year and it doesn't work (admitted as
much) and also admitted this is a hobby project with no real support. I dunno, just not my thing. :\/. I've loved this game since I
found it on mobile and didn't hesitate for a second to buy it again on PC. I feel like this game scratches a very specific itch for a
very specific kind of person. If you're into stuff like Crusader Kings 2 just to watch the AI do it's thing, then you'll love this
game. There's stupid levels of behind the scenes detail to create a story and narrative with, if you're into that.

This game is super niche. If you like you'll love it.

Otherwise, don't expect a whole lot.
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This is after limited amounts of gameplay, but so far so good. it's really entertaining just watching these civilizations rise and
fall, watching their wars. The UI has some problems but nothing really major. I haven't taken control of any nations yet, but I'm
excited to do so. Overall it's a fun game and definitely a concept with a lot of potential. Five minutes into the game:

The UI is as bad as the reviews said, if not worse.
No idea what many UI element do.
Tutorial refused to advance past the 5th step.
I encountered a bug that minimizes the game from fullscreen every time I click somewhere.
Keybinds do not seem to be configurable in any way, and there does not seem to be any way to learn the preconfigured keybinds
other than trial and error.
Scrolling the map with arrow keys is impossible by holding the key down, you have repeatedly press the button to keep
scrolling.

This game has no right to be in full release.. This is after limited amounts of gameplay, but so far so good. it's really entertaining
just watching these civilizations rise and fall, watching their wars. The UI has some problems but nothing really major. I haven't
taken control of any nations yet, but I'm excited to do so. Overall it's a fun game and definitely a concept with a lot of potential.
Great fun as it always has been. Really love the ability to edit scenarios and simply watch the chaos. Currently a bug when trying
to add empires in the sandbox mode where changing an empire's name closes the empire creation tool before you can create the
empire. Creating a scenario is pretty difficult too, particularly to paint\/edit empires quickly.. Great game, lots of fun to watch
empires battle it out, especially on the earth map. Just change the names to things like USSR and USA and see who wins!. Great
fun as it always has been. Really love the ability to edit scenarios and simply watch the chaos. Currently a bug when trying to
add empires in the sandbox mode where changing an empire's name closes the empire creation tool before you can create the
empire. Creating a scenario is pretty difficult too, particularly to paint/edit empires quickly.. pretty good
. A suprisingly Relaxing and interesting game.
Kudos to the dev team, worth 5 bucks-- if you have the money.
it's a low risk investment. i encountered this game on android almost two years ago, I bought the game on steam to test the alpha
and that's the only thing I do on the pc version. I like this game because you can control empires or play god over them and how
fast paced you can play this, the community is also very great and friendly. I rate this game a 10/10 let's get snod a private
island. I really love this game / simulator. I am glad my suggestions havebeen implemented into the game. I remember the first
ever build of this game. It has evolved and never thought it would be this successful. Whilst not a perfect 'game' it is good
enough to capture my imagination with the randomly generated names and maps (for both land and galaxy maps look beautiful)

If you love sandbox games and just play god then this game is for you
You don't even have to intervene in order to play this game. You can keep it running in the background and come back to it and
see what happened over time.
At the moment I can recommend this game/sim it has plenty of features which do work (At least for me) and will most
definitely keep you entertained. You can play in empire mode (Can be difficult in my opinion) or you can just place totems
wherever and watch how your interaction(S) effect the empires. You can use timelapse and which could make it easier for you
if you wish to record and upload your dramatic galactic mess!

(About section - Chris Boardman <- Thats me) I am so glad that I am a part of this development.
Bought the game on Itch first and was given the key for free by the main dev himself.
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